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✔ Started in 2001, GeoServer is a Java-based Web map server allowing users to 
view, edit and publish geospatial data from any major spatial source through 
open standards.

✔ It is available free of charge.
✔ It implements the OGC open standards (e.g. WMS, WFS, WCS).
✔ It is open source under the GNU General Public License      

(http://docs.geoserver.org/stable/en/user/introduction/license.html): bug 
fixes and feature improvement are much more accelerated when compared 
to traditional software solutions.

✔ Being an OSGeo community-driven project GeoServer is supported, tested 
and developed by many groups of individuals and organizations from around 
the world. Current stable version is 2.13.

✔ It runs on GNU/Linux, Unix, Mac OSX, and MS Windows. 

http://geoserver.org

GeoServer

http://docs.geoserver.org/stable/en/user/introduction/license.html
http://geoserver.org/
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GeoServer features

✔ Some features:
➔ fully compliant to WMS, WFS and WCS; implements Web Map Tile Service 

(WMTS), Web Processing Service (WPS) and Catalogue Service (CSW)
➔ easy to use Web-based configuration tool (no need to touch files)
➔ mature support for PostGIS, ArcSDE, DB2 and Oracle
➔ support for any vector and raster (GDAL) format
➔ on the fly reprojection for WMS and WFS
➔ integrated OpenLayers as a default viewer and preview engine
➔ integration with GeoWebCache for accelerated tile mapping
➔ availability of WFS-T protocol on all data formats
➔ full support to SLD (Styled Layer Descriptor) OGC standard 
➔ community modules for developers and mailing lists for quick support
➔ full documentation (http://docs.geoserver.org/stable/en/user/index.html) 

http://docs.geoserver.org/stable/en/user/index.html
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GeoServer Web administration interface

✔ Run GeoServer from the menu Geospatial  → Web Services  → GeoServer  →
Start GeoServer.

✔ Stop GeoServer from the menu Geospatial  → Web Services  → GeoServer  →
Stop GeoServer.

✔ The GeoServer local instance is accessible at http://localhost:8082/geoserver. 

✔ Login with the Login button by typing admin as username and geoserver as 
password. 

✔ Logout with the Logout button in the upper-right part of the screen.

http://localhost:8082/geoserver
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GeoServer Web administration interface

GeoServer environment information

spatial data management

configuration of Geoserver protocols

links to sample WMS, WFS and WCS requests

security settings

general settings

description of the service capabilities

configuration of tile caching options

other related tools
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Layer Preview

layer type brief layer description viewing/download format

✔ The Layer Preview page provides the list of available layers:

➔ the OpenLayers viewer allows data preview in an OpenLayers client
➔ users can download data in KML and many other formats 

workspace and layer name
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Layer Preview

✔ The default OpenLayers viewer provides fast data preview:

➔ at the top of the web page you can read 
the WMS GetMap request

➔ the JavaScript code of the page can be 
retrieved and used to set up a client

➔ clicking on a feature on the map, you can 
see its attribute table contents thanks to a 
WMS GetFeatureInfo request

➔ the button     opens a menu in which you 
can change WMS version, tiling options, 
antialias, WMS output format, layer style 
and width/height of the OpenLayers map
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Layer retrieval

✔ Published layers can be retrieved using any WMS/WFS client, e.g. QGIS:

URL of the GeoServer WMS server URL of the GeoServer WFS server
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Publishing a shapefile – Workspace

✔ First step is to create a workspace for the shapefile, i.e. a container used to 
group similar layers together. NOTE: only a user with admin permissions can 
do it!

✔ Open the Workspaces page and click the Add new workspace button to 
create a new workspace:

✔ From the same page you can also delete existing workspaces using the 
Remove selected workspace(s) button.
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Publishing a shapefile – Workspace

✔ Give the workspace a Name, i.e. an identifier describing your project, and a 
Namespace URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), i.e. a URL associated with 
your project.

✔ Choose if the workspace should be the default one and press Save:

✔ The workspace has now been added at the top of the workspace list:
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Publishing a shapefile – Store

✔ Next step is to create a store for the shapefile, i.e. the real geospatial entity 
representing the shapefile.

✔ Open the Stores page and click the Add new Store button to create a new 
store:

✔ From the same page you can also delete existing stores using the Remove 
selected Stores button.
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Publishing a shapefile – Store

✔ Next page shows a list of the spatial data formats supported by GeoServer, 
which are divided into Vector Data Sources, Raster Data Sources and Other 
Data Sources.

✔ Select Shapefile:  
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Publishing a shapefile – Store

✔ Specify the vector data source you want to create:
➔ choose the workspace (i.e. Ex_GeoServer)
➔ enter the Data Source Name (e.g. Ecuador_ 

boundary) and a brief Description of it, and 
check the Enabled box

➔ specify the path of ECU_adm0.shp using 
the Browse... button.
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Publishing a shapefile – Store

✔ The store has now been added at the top of the store list, with the indication 
of Data Type, Workspace, Store Name and Type:

✔ Clicking on the store name, you can access again the previous page.
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Publishing a shapefile – Layer

✔ Open the Layers page and click the Add a new resource button to create a 
new layer:
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Publishing a shapefile – Layer

✔ In the New Layer page, select from the Add layer from drop-down menu the 
workspace and store you created (Ex_GeoServer:Ecuador_boundary) and 
press Publish:
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Publishing a shapefile – Layer

✔ In the Edit Layer page (Data tab) the layer configuration options must be set:

➔ specify the name of the layer, a brief 
description and an abstract (optional)

➔ check both Enabled (i.e. the layer can be 
subject to any kind of request) and 
Advertised (i.e. the layer is visible in the 
capabilities documents and the layer 
preview)

➔ insert some keywords related to the 
layer (they will be visible in the WMS 
and WFS GetCapabilities response)
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Publishing a shapefile – Layer

➔ as Declared SRS, use the button Find... 
to look for the EPSG code (i.e. 4326) 
defining the layer SRS, which is WGS84

➔ force the layer SRS to be the declared 
one by selecting Force declared in the 
SRS handling drop-down menu

➔ specify the layer Native Bounding Box 
and Lat/Lon Bounding Box: the buttons 
Compute from data and Compute from 
native bounds autopopulate the boxes.

✔ In the Edit Layer page (Data tab) the layer configuration options must be set:
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Publishing a shapefile – Layer

➔ notice that GeoServer shows the attribute table of the shapefile in a read-
only mode

✔ In the Edit Layer page (Data tab) the layer configuration options must be set:
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Publishing a shapefile – Layer

➔ choose a Default Style for the WMS layer representation (NOTE: it must be 
a style for polygon vector layers!) and add other styles (if desired) moving 
them from the Available Styles list to the Selected Styles one

✔ In the Edit Layer page (Publishing tab) the layer publishing options must be set. 
In particular, WMS settings include:

➔ check the Queryable box if the WMS GetFeatureInfo 
request should be available on the layer 
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Publishing a shapefile – Layer

✔ In the Edit Layer page (Publishing tab) the layer publishing options must be set. 
In particular, HTTP Settings and WFS settings include:

➔ choose the maximum number of features for 
each WFS request (Per-Request Feature Limit) 
and the Maximum number of decimals of the 
GML output file (useful for large datasets)

➔ cache-control information is sent to clients, to 
advise them how long to cache information 
generated by GeoServer
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Publishing a shapefile – Layer

✔ The layer has now been published and added to the layer list:

✔ Clicking on the layer name, you can access again the previous page.
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Publishing a shapefile – Layer

➔ by manually acting on the URL, it is possible to edit the WMS GetMap 
request (changing e.g. the representation style, the bounding box, the 
map dimensions, etc.)

➔ clicking on a feature on the map, you can see the related contents in 
the attribute table as a response to a WMS GetFeatureInfo request

✔ The layer is published and can be viewed in the usual Layer Preview page:
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Publishing a shapefile – Exercise

✔ Repeat the same procedure to publish the ECU_water_lines_dcw.shp shapefile 
which represents Ecuador rivers (polyline vector layer):
➔ use the same Ex_GeoServer workspace
➔ create a new data store called Ecuador_water_lines
➔ in the WMS settings, choose line as the Default Style and simple_roads as 

Selected Styles
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Publishing a shapefile

✔ We can perform a single WMS GetMap request on two or more layers: the 
layer names must be separated by a comma and are drawn on the map in the 
same order as they are specified:
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Publishing a shapefile – Exercise

✔ In the same workspace Ex_GeoServer, publish the shapefiles:
➔ ECU_adm1.shp (Ecuador provinces)
➔ ECU_adm2.shp (Ecuador cantons)
➔ ECU_roads.shp (Ecuador roads)
➔ ECU_water_areas_dcw.shp (Ecuador water areas)

✔ Name the stores Ecuador_provinces, Ecuador_cantons, Ecuador_roads and 
Ecuador_water_areas, respectively.
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Publishing a shapefile – Exercise

✔ In the WMS settings, allow the following styles to be available:
➔ line and simple_roads for the polyline shapefiles
➔ grass, green, polygon, restricted and cite_lakes for the polygon shapefiles

✔ Choose the following styles as the Default Style of each layer:
➔ ECU_adm1.shp  → grass
➔ ECU_adm2.shp  → green
➔ ECU_roads.shp  → simple_roads
➔ ECU_water_areas_dcw.shp  → cite_lakes
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Publishing a group of shapefiles 

✔ Multiple shapefiles can be published together in a single data store, provided 
that they are stored in the same folder.

✔ Suppose we want to publish, in the same Ex_GeoServer workspace, a group 
consisting of the following shapefiles, which have been placed in the folder 
ECU_group inside the data folder:
➔ ECU_adm3.shp (Ecuador parishes)
➔ ECU_rails.shp (Ecuador railways)

✔ Create a new store named ECU_group from Store  → Add New Store; in the 
New Data Source page, select Directory of spatial files (shapefiles) as data 
source type:
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Publishing a group of shapefiles 

✔ Specify the vector data source you want to create:

➔ choose your workspace (i.e. Ex_GeoServer)
➔ enter the Data Source Name (ECU_ group) 

and a brief Description of it, and check the 
Enabled box

➔ specify the path of the ECU_group folder
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Publishing a group of shapefiles 

✔ Each shapefile layer must then be published independently as seen before; 
after publishing the first using the Publish button, select Add a new resource 
on the Layers page to publish the other, selecting Ex_GeoServer:ECU_group 
in the Add layer from drop-down menu:

✔ Add the same styles specified earlier for the other shapefiles, and choose the 
following styles as the Default Style of each layer:
➔ ECU_adm3.shp  → restricted
➔ ECU_rails.shp  → simple_roads
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Publishing a layer group 

✔ If we want that multiple published layers (no matter their raster or vector 
nature, their projection and bounds) are served together as a single dataset, 
it is possible to define a layer group.

✔ Suppose we want to publish a layer group consisting of the layers (that we 
have already published):
➔ ECU_adm1.shp (Ecuador provinces)
➔ ECU_water_areas_dcw.shp (Ecuador water areas)
➔ ECU_water_lines_dcw.shp (Ecuador rivers)
➔ ECU_rails.shp (Ecuador railways)
➔ ECU_roads.shp (Ecuador roads)
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Publishing a layer group 

✔ Open the Layer Groups page and click the Add new layer group button to 
create a new layer group:

✔ From the same page you can also delete existing layer groups using the 
Remove selected layer group(s) button.
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Publishing a layer group 

✔ Specify the layer group you want to create:
➔ enter a Name (e.g. Ecuador), a Title and an 

Abstract for the layer group
➔ choose your workspace (i.e. Ex_GeoServer)
➔ click Generate Bounds to automatically set 

the layers projection and bounding box
➔ click the Add Layer... button and import the 

layers (one at a time) 
➔ order the layers (the first layer of the list is 

the first to be drawn) and change their style if 
needed. Use this order: 1) provinces, 2) water 
areas, 3) rivers, 4) roads, 5) railways
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Publishing a layer group 

✔ Have a look at the layer group from the usual Layer Preview page:
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Publishing a raster layer – Store

✔ Let's now publish a layer deriving from a raster data source in GeoTIFF format, 
i.e. a georeferenced Ecuador map (Ecuador_tourism_map_georeferenced.tif, 
included in the same data folder).
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Publishing a raster layer – Store

✔ Open the Stores page and click the Add new Store button to create a new 
store.

✔ Among the list of the Raster Data Sources supported by GeoServer, select 
GeoTIFF:
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Publishing a raster layer – Layer

✔ Specify the raster data source you want to create:
➔ choose your workspace (i.e. Ex_GeoServer)
➔ enter the Data Source Name (e.g. Ecuador_map) 

and a brief Description of it, and check the 
Enabled box

➔ browse the path of the file           
Ecuador_tourism_map_georeferenced.tif
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Publishing a raster layer – Layer

✔ In the Edit Layer page (Data tab) the layer configuration options must be set:

➔ enter a Name (e.g. Ecuador_tourism 
_map_georeferenced), a Title and an 
Abstract for the layer

➔ check both Enabled (i.e. the layer can 
be subject to any kind of request) and 
Advertised (i.e. the layer is visible in the 
capabilities documents and the layer 
preview)

➔ insert some keywords related to the 
layer (they will be visible in the WMS 
and WCS GetCapabilities response)
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Publishing a raster layer – Layer

✔ In the Edit Layer page (Data tab) the layer configuration options must be set:
➔ as Declared SRS, use the button Find... 

to look for the EPSG code (i.e. 4326) 
defining the layer SRS, which is WGS84

➔ force the layer SRS to be the declared 
one by selecting Force declared in the 
SRS handling drop-down menu

➔ specify the layer Native Bounding Box 
and Lat/Lon Bounding Box: the buttons 
Compute from data and Compute from 
native bounds autopopulate the boxes

➔ specify the color to be treated as 
  transparent (i.e. black)
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Publishing a raster layer – Layer

✔ In the Edit Layer page (Publishing tab) the layer publishing options must be set. 
In particular, WMS settings include:

➔ check the Queryable box if the WMS GetFeatureInfo request 
should be available on the layer

➔ choose a Default Style for the WMS layer representation 
(NOTE: it must be a style for raster layers!); the general style 
for raster layers is raster
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Publishing a raster layer – Layer

✔ In the Edit Layer page (Publishing tab) the layer publishing options must be set. 
In particular, WCS settings include:

➔ specify the reference system for WCS request and 
response

➔ choose nearest neighbour as Default Interpolation 
Method and bicubic and linear as Selected

➔ select GeoTIFF as Native Format, and specify the 
other Selected Formats
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Publishing a raster layer – Exercise

✔ Have a look at the layer from the usual Layer Preview page, and verify that 
the WMS GetFeatureInfo operation is allowed:
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OGC Styled Layer Descriptor (SLD) standard

✔ GeoServer implements the OGC SLD (Styled Layer Descriptor) standard to 
describe cartographic rendering of features published as WMS layers.

✔ The standard (v. 1.1.0) specifications can be downloaded from OGC website at
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/sld: 
➔ it is an XML schema able to represent all the configuration of a map in a 

single document (can be verbose, but it is very powerful)
➔ cookbook at http://docs.geoserver.org/stable/en/user/styling/sld/cookbook 

 
✔ SLD standard allows to style both vector and raster data: 

➔ lines (1-dimensional entities)  stroke→
➔ polygons (2-dimensional entities)  stroke, fill→
➔ points (0-dimensional entities)  stroke, fill→
➔ raster  palette, opacity, contrast, etc.→

http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/sld
http://docs.geoserver.org/stable/en/user/styling/sld/cookbook
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Styling a WMS layer – SLD

✔ Available styles are listed in the Styles page; from this page, a new style can 
be added with the Add a new style button and existing styles can be deleted 
with the Removed selected style(s):
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✔ Clicking on the Add a new style button, we access the New Style page:

➔ specify the style name
➔ generate a default style according to the 

layer type
➔ copy the style from an existing one

➔ write the XML code using SLD standard

➔ upload an existing SLD file
➔ preview the style appearance
➔ validate the code, cancel or submit it

GeoServer Style Editor
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Styling a WMS layer – polygon example

✔ Let's consider e.g. the polygon style (used for polygon vector layers):
➔ polygons are represented in gray fill color with a black, 1 pixel-width outline

fill color (#AAAAAA = gray)

outline color (#000000 = black) and width (in pixels) 
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Styling a WMS layer – polygon example

✔ Starting from the polygon style, let's create a new style for the ECU_adm3 
layer, which defines:
➔ a yellow (#FFFF00), 75% opaque (i.e. 25% transparent) fill color
➔ a red (#FF0000), 2 pixel-width outline

✔ From the Styles page, select Add a new style:

➔ give a name to the new style (i.e. ECU_adm3)
➔ choose your workspace (i.e. Ex_GeoServer)

➔ select the polygon style from the list of available 
styles and press the Copy... button
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Styling a WMS layer – polygon example

✔ Edit the polygon style according to the new parameters:

fill color (#FFFF00 = yellow)

outline color (#FF0000 = red) and width (in pixels) 

opacity

✔ The               button will tell you if the XML syntax of the style is correct:
➔ if it is, you will see the message at the top of the page
➔ if it is not, you will see a red error message suggesting which is the mistake

✔ The             button will save the created style.
✔ The      button will give a preview of the style legend
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Styling a WMS layer – polygon example

✔ Edit then the ECU_adm3 layer by setting ECU_adm3 as the default style:

✔ Finally have a look at the ECU_adm3 layer from the usual Layer Preview page:
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Styling a WMS layer – polyline example

✔ Let's consider e.g. the simple_roads style (used for polyline layers):
➔ lines are represented in light red color with a 2 pixel-width

edge color (#AA3333 = dark red)

edge width (in pixels) 
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Styling a WMS layer – polyline example

✔ Starting from the simple_roads style, let's create a new style used for better 
visualizing roads. To achieve the effect, we are going to draw the lines twice: 
once in a wider stroke with a dark gray color, then in a narrower stroke with a 
lighter gray color. This generates the common “filled pipe” effect, that is used 
in Web map representations of roads.

✔ Define a new style named pipe_roads by copying from the simple_roads style 
with the Copy... button, then:
➔ give the style a name, a title and an abstract

style name

style title and abstract
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Styling a WMS layer – polyline example

➔ define two <FeatureTypeStyle> tags, representing the border (dark gray 
color, 4 pixel width) and the filling (light gray color, 2 pixel width):

first style represents the border

second style represents the filling
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Styling a WMS layer – polyline example

✔ Edit then the ECU_roads layer by setting pipe_roads as the default style:

✔ Finally have a look at the ECU_roads layer from the usual Layer Preview page:
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Styling a WMS layer – SLD from QGIS

✔ Some desktop GIS software (e.g. QGIS) allow to save layer styling in the SLD 
format, so that the styles can then be imported in GeoServer. Both QGIS and 
GeoServer implement SLD v. 1.1.

✔ As an example, let's define a simple style for the ECU_water_lines_dcw layer:
➔ light blue color with a 0.2 mm-width

✔ Save the style from Style  → Save Style  → SLD File as ECU_rivers.sld:
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Styling a WMS layer – SLD from QGIS

✔ From the New Style page of GeoServer:

➔ define a new style named ECU_rivers
➔ choose your workspace (i.e. Ex_GeoServer) 

➔ press the Browse... button to look for the 
file ECU_rivers.sld and upload it with the 
Upload... button

➔ validate the code and submit it
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Styling a WMS layer – SLD from QGIS

✔ Edit then the ECU_water_lines_dcw layer by setting ECU_rivers as the default 
style:

✔ Finally have a look at the ECU_water_lines_dcw layer from the usual Layer 
Preview page:
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Styling a WMS layer – SLD from QGIS

✔ Let's define a more complex style for the ECU_adm1 layer, which defines a 
different color according to the area of the province (Shape_Area attribute):

✔ Save the style from Style  → Save Style  → SLD File as ECU_adm1.sld.
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Styling a WMS layer – SLD from QGIS

✔ From the New Style page of GeoServer:

➔ define a new style named ECU_adm1
➔ choose your workspace (i.e. Ex_GeoServer) 

➔ press the Browse... button to look for the 
file ECU_adm1.sld and upload it with the 
Upload... button

➔ validate the code and submit it
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Styling a WMS layer – SLD from QGIS

✔ As the extreme values defining the classes are truncated to the fifth decimal, 
it happens that the upper extreme of the largest class does not fall in any of 
the classes specified by the SLD document: 
➔ in this case: round up the upper extreme of the largest area class
➔ in general: check carefully the consistency of the SLD classes!

filter on the attribute values

style definition (stroke and fill)

✔ IMPORTANT: check always if the GeoServer style is the one you expected!
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Styling a WMS layer – SLD from QGIS

✔ Edit then the ECU_adm1 layer by setting ECU_adm1 as the default style:

✔ Finally have a look at the ECU_adm1 layer from the usual Layer Preview page:
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References

✔ GeoServer official website: http://geoserver.org 
✔ GeoServer user documentation:        

http://docs.geoserver.org/stable/en/user/index.html 
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